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Abstract

To date, the performance of speech and language recognition systems is poor on non-native speech. The challenge for non-native speech recognition is to maximize the accuracy of a speech recognition system when only a small amount of non-native data is available. We report on the acoustic model adaptation for improving the recognition of non-native speech in English, French and Vietnamese, spoken by speakers of different origins. Using online unsupervised adaptation acoustic modeling without any additional data for adapting purposes, we investigate how an unsupervised multilingual acoustic model interpolation method can help to improve the phone accuracy of the system. Results improvement of 7% of absolute phone level accuracy (PLA) obtained from the experiments demonstrate the feasibility of the method.

Index Terms: non-native ASR, language recognition, unsupervised adaptation, interpolation, multilingual acoustic modeling

1. Introduction

The accuracy of speech recognition usually drops when dealing with non-native speech utterances. Moreover, due to insufficient training data, it is difficult or unfeasible to bootstrap a non-native system of a language spoken by speakers of different origins (for example, English spoken by French speakers is different from English spoken by Vietnamese speakers).

Recently, different acoustic model adaptation techniques have been proposed to improve the non-native speech recognition performance, such as MLLR, supervised interpolation between two acoustic models, and polyphone decision tree specialization [1]. Those techniques were applied in the supervised context where non-native speech (i.e. the speaker origin) was known in advance.

In this paper, we propose an online unsupervised approach to adapt the multilingual acoustic model in order to improve the accuracy of the acoustic-phonetic recognition system. "Online unsupervised" means that the adaptation is made at decoding time of each utterance (online) without any knowledge of the language and speaker origin of the spoken utterance (unsupervised). To achieve the goal, we propose a two-pass decoding architecture. The first-pass decoding captures the information by using a module called language observer (LO). Then the interpolation among multiple and multilingual acoustic models is made by using language posterior scores as interpolation language weights. Finally, we use the interpolated acoustic model in the second-pass decoding.

In fact, the technique used by our language observer (LO) to generate the language posterior scores is the same as that used for language identification (LID). But we prefer to use the term “language observer” (LO) since, as opposed to LID, no hard decision is taken to identify a particular language spoken. The fact is that both LO and LID assign a set of language posterior scores, but LO considers all these scores, while LID selects the most likely language without really using the other language posterior scores. We believe that such a language observer gives not only the information about the spoken language in the speech segment but also on the native language of the speaker. For example, if the language observer gives the language posterior scores, P(EN) = 0.5, P(FR) = 0.4 and P(VN) = 0.1, then the speech segment may be in English spoken by a French speaker (or vice-versa).

This paper mainly presents the online unsupervised acoustic model adaptation to deal with three non-native speech utterances of 3 different origins: English, French and Vietnamese. It is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the multilingual meeting corpus setup from which we extract the test data. Section 3 and 4 present the multilingual acoustic-phonetic recognizer (baseline) and the language observer respectively. The acoustic model adaptation techniques are presented and evaluated in Section 5. We finish with a brief conclusion in Section 6.

2. Test corpora

We extract the test data from the MICA meeting speech corpus that was recorded in the professional meeting room of MICA research center [2]. This corpus contains around 5 hours of transcribed speech in 4 languages EN (English), FR (French), VN (Vietnamese) and KH (Khmer: Cambodia’s official language). This multilingual meeting corpus involves the speech from 14 speakers (1 English, 5 French, 5 Vietnamese and 3 Cambodian). In the corpus dialog, we discover that speakers use their native or non-native languages to communicate, according to whom they speak with. Table 1 presents the distribution of the languages spoken by speakers with different native languages (66 % of the corpus is non-native speech).

Table 1: Duration coverage matrix (in second) of languages spoken by different speaker origins.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Lang-KH</th>
<th>Lang-VN</th>
<th>Lang-FR</th>
<th>Lang-EN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spk-KH</td>
<td>570</td>
<td>452</td>
<td>1822</td>
<td>3452</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spk-VN</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1747</td>
<td>1177</td>
<td>675</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spk-FR</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1550</td>
<td>2797</td>
<td>1370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spk-VN</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>590</td>
<td>584</td>
<td>911</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Due to the lack of non-native speakers of Khmer, we extract only the native and non-native speech data of EN, FR and VN

¹ EN, FR and VN mean English, French and Vietnamese, respectively.
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from the above corpus, and we select only the utterances longer than 5 seconds for our experiments. Each speech segment contains one language only (native or non-native but no code-switching). Table 2 presents the quantity of test data that has been used in the experiments.

Table 2: Quantity of testing data (value in seconds) used in our experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Native/Non-native speech</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EN</td>
<td>ENen=239; ENfr=715; ENvn=241</td>
<td>1195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR</td>
<td>FRfr=241; FRen=253; FRvn=486</td>
<td>980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VN</td>
<td>VNvn=235; VNen=215; VNfr=483</td>
<td>933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td></td>
<td>3108</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that, in the content of Table 2, the labels in capital letters denote the spoken language of the speech segments and the labels in lowercase denote the native language of the speakers (for example, ENfr means English spoken by native French speakers).

Finally, we have a test data set of around 52 minutes where the non-native speech represents 69% of the total. We would like to emphasize that the native speech ENen, FRfr and VNvn presented in Table 2 will only be used to evaluate the quality of language observer (Section 4.2) but they will not be used in the experiment of the acoustic model adaptation because, in this paper, we study mainly how to improve acoustic models for non-native ASR.

3. Multilingual acoustic-phonetic recognizer (baseline system)

All recognition experiments described in this paper use the Sphinx3 decoder [3]. Our multilingual acoustic-phonetic recognizer (MultPR) covers three languages: English, French, and Vietnamese. The multilingual acoustic modeling (Mult-AM) is created by combining the existing monolingual acoustic models of EN, FR and VN trained respectively on three corpora: WSJ [4], BREF120 [5], and VNSpeechCorpus [6]. The combination of acoustic models is simply made based on the ML-sep combination method of [7]. It means that there is no data to share across languages among the three monolingual acoustic models. Moreover, our Mult-AM is a context independent acoustic model that contains 124 acoustic units: EN (40 phonemes), FR (43 phonemes) and VN (41 phonemes). Each acoustic unit is represented by a HMM with 3 states and 16 Gaussian components per state.

For multilingual language modeling and lexical modeling, we simply create respectively a flat LM of phones (phone loop grammar) and a phone list, for the 124 phonemes. In Figure 1, each phoneme, in the baseline system output, is presented in the SAMPA format proposed by John Wells [8] and is appended with the label of language that the phoneme belongs to.

4. The use of LID as language observer

4.1. Multilingual acoustic-phonetic recognizer followed by vector space modeling (MultPR-VSM)

To generate the posterior score of the involved three languages, we study the language identification system by using a well known phonotactic model called phone recognizer followed by vector space modeling (PR-VSM). This approach was proposed in [9].

In fact, PR-VSM consists of two parts: a phone recognizer (PR) front-end and a vector space modeling (VSM) back-end as illustrated in Figure 2. In this paper, the PR front-end is the multilingual acoustic-phonetic recognizer (MultPR, mentioned in Section 3).

In the VSM training stage, 6 hours of spoken speech utterances (2 hours per language) have been extracted from the following corpora: WSJ (EN), BREF120 (FR) and VNSpeechCorpus (VN). These spoken utterances, with their language label, are tokenized by MultPR (mentioned in Figure 1) and then converted into a collection of spoken document vectors based on the bag-of-sound phonotactic approach [10]. Finally, this collection of language-labeled spoken document vectors is used to design language classifiers (to group document vectors in their “language categories” (EN, FR and VN)) by using any classifier learning techniques, such as support vector machines [11] or artificial neural networks [12], developed in the text categorization community.

In the testing stage, an unknown test utterance (mentioned in Table 2) is converted to a query vector (using basically the same procedure as that used for extracting the document vectors during the VSM training stage), so that the language posterior scores are generated as in the case of text document classification [13].

To summarize, we can briefly calculate the language posterior scores of the phonotactic MultPR-VSM in language observer as:

$$P(L_i) = \log P(T | VSM(L_i))$$

(1)

where $P$ is the language posterior score, $L_i$ is one of the three languages (EN, FR or VN). $T$ is the phoneme sequence which is the result of MultPR.

4.2. Analysis of language observer quality

Before we decide to use MultPR-VSM as a tool to detecting the language and speaker origin, we need to evaluate its posterior scores. We evaluate the performance based on two criteria:
• Conventional LID error rate: here the maximum of the MultPR-VSM posterior scores is used to choose the most likely language.

• LID+ORG: we also propose a slightly different measure, where a test is considered as successful if the maximum of the MultPR-VSM posterior scores gives either the spoken language or the speaker’s native language (in the latter case, the second most likely language must be the spoken language, otherwise we consider the test has failed). For instance, if the language posterior scores are $P(\text{FR}) = 0.5$, $P(\text{EN}) = 0.4$ and $P(\text{VN}) = 0.1$, and if the utterance reference is English spoken by a French speaker, then the LID metric indicates an incorrect identification, while LID+ORG indicates a correct one.

![Figure 3: Evaluation of MultPR-VSM based on LID / LID+ORG accuracy (%)](image)

As shown in Figure 3, MultPR-VSM gives generally poor accuracy for non-native speech, compared to native speech in term of LID evaluation, but the native and non-native accuracy are very competitive in our LID+ORG evaluation.

According to [14] and [15], speakers borrow acoustic and phonetic features from their native languages in their non-native speech. So we also observe in a 3-dimensions space the language posterior scores of an utterance generated by MultPR-VSM.

In order to evaluate more deeply the performance of the unsupervised acoustic model adaptation based on MultPR-VSM, we also investigate the adaptation performance by using the proposed interpolation techniques for non-native ASR applications.

5. Multilingual acoustic model adaptation

5.1. Adaptation techniques

We introduce now a new unsupervised acoustic model interpolation and compare it with the baseline unsupervised adaptation method MLLR, which is widely used in speaker adaptation.

• Baseline maximum likelihood linear regression (MLLR): the first-pass hypothesis from the unadapted multilingual system is used to generate the transformation matrices so that it can produce a new adapted mean (global mean) of the original multilingual acoustic model. In this case, no language observer (LO) is used during adaptation;

• Acoustic model interpolation (INTER): to date, most of the proposed interpolation techniques for non-native ASR use a fixed language weight which is not always matched for different native languages spoken by speakers of various origins. In our online unsupervised adaptation approach, the language weights to interpolate the acoustic models vary from utterance to utterance. The interpolation weights for interpolating acoustic models are based on the three language posterior scores (EN, FR, VN) generated by MultPR-VSM. The most likely language posterior score generated by MultPR-VSM is used to determine the target language ($L_{\text{target}}$). Other languages are called source languages. The interpolation is made by:

$$A_{\text{adapted}} = \sum_{i=1}^{m} \left[ (1 - P(L_i)) - P(L_{\text{target}}) - P(L_{\text{target}})A_{\text{adapted}} \right]$$  (2)

where $A$ is the acoustic model, $P$ is the language posterior score (obtained by Equation 1), $L$ is one of the source languages, $m$ is the total number of languages to interpolate and $\sum$ represents the combination of the interpolated acoustic models based on ML-sep [7].

• We also compute the performance of the acoustic model interpolation followed by MLLR (INTER-MLLR) by simply applying the MLLR adaptation to the adapted Mult-AM based on the above interpolation approach.
considered as known in advance (not detected by the language observer). For example, suppose the utterance contains English language spoken by a French speaker, but PR-VSM produces language posterior scores such as $P(\text{FR}) = 0.5, P(\text{EN}) = 0.4$ and $P(\text{VN}) = 0.1$. In the oracle case, English is considered as the target language with a weight of 0.4, while the others (FR, VN) are considered as source languages with the remaining weights (0.5 and 0.1 respectively).
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![Figure 5: Phone level accuracy (PLA) [%] of baseline vs. monolingual native phone recognizer (MonoPR)](image)

Table 3. PLA [%] of various adaptation techniques

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Non-native</th>
<th>MultiPR (Baseline)</th>
<th>Using PRVSM</th>
<th>Oracle Case</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ENfr</td>
<td>39.8</td>
<td>42.4</td>
<td>51.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENvn</td>
<td>39.6</td>
<td>42.4</td>
<td>51.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRen</td>
<td>40.9</td>
<td>42.4</td>
<td>51.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRvn</td>
<td>44.2</td>
<td>46.6</td>
<td>51.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VNen</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>51.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VNfr</td>
<td>51.1</td>
<td>54.1</td>
<td>51.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg.</td>
<td>43.7</td>
<td>44.8</td>
<td>52.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5 compares the Phone Level Accuracy (PLA) on the non-native speech parts for the baseline multilingual acoustic-phonetic recognizer (MultiPR, baseline system) and the other three monolingual acoustic-phonetic recognizers (MonoPR) applied on the correct corresponding language. For MonoPR, we assume a perfect spoken language identification result is available in the case of monolingual phone recognizers (all non-native English, French and Vietnamese are decoded with the native phone recognizers of English, French and Vietnamese respectively).

It is important to recall that the test data involved is non-native speech; moreover, we experiment only acoustic-phonetic systems in this paper, which explains why lower PLAs are achieved in the monolingual phone recognizers as well as the baseline system. However, the overall difference in PLA between MultiPR (baseline system) and MonoPRs is small (~5%).

With the result of various types of unsupervised acoustic model adaptation presented in Table 3, we can conclude that:

- MLLR improves slightly the phone level accuracy rate of non-native speech while the interpolation techniques based on the language posterior scores of MultiPR-VSM outperform significantly the baseline system (by 7% higher performance than the baseline system).
- The performance of the adaptation really depends on the performance accuracy of MultiPR-VSM. For instance, the adaptation performance of non-native Vietnamese is only slightly increased compared to the baseline system because of the poor performance of MultiPR-VSM (Figure 3). But in the oracle case (perfect LID), the adaptation accuracy of non-native Vietnamese is as high as the performance for non-native English or French.

Finally, comparing the results of figures 5 and Table 3, we see that the unsupervised INTER-MLLR adaptation provides better average performance than the monolingual systems, in which perfect spoken language identification is considered for all utterances before decoding (50.7% vs. 48.9%). This confirms that for non-native speech, making a hard decision (LID: consider only the highest posterior score) on the language of the utterance, in order to choose the corresponding acoustic model, is not the best strategy. Alternatively, the online unsupervised method we proposed suggests that soft decisions (consider all language posterior scores) based on language observer outputs are useful for multilingual acoustic model adaptation.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we explored and evaluated our concept of language observer and demonstrated its usefulness for online unsupervised adaptation of multilingual acoustic models for 3 different non-native languages spoken by speakers of different origins. Experiments have shown that, by considering all language posterior scores of MultiPR-VSM in the adaptation process, online unsupervised interpolation followed by MLLR (INTER+MLLR) increases by 7% (absolute) the phone level accuracy, compared to our baseline system. In the future, it would be interesting to see experiments with multilingual acoustic models that share data across languages.
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